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A 

RESPONSffillJTY 

TO YOUNG VOICES 


by Peggy Bennett 

If I were to ask you, "13nder what 
conditions do~s your singing voice 
sound its best'?" what would you 
answer'? 

"In the shower:' 
"\\nen rm rested." 
"In a certain key." 
"\vnen I'm rela:\:ed." 
"\\nen I'm confident about what 

I'm singing." 
"\\l1en I sing ~ith a 'good' sing· 

er:', 
"When no one is listening.~ 

All of the above? 
Or what if I asked the opposite 

question-"When does your singing 
sound its worst?" When you are 
nervous, uncomfortable, threat
ened, afraid, tired, ill, embarrassed, 
bored, or have allergies? Being 
aware of the conditions that work 
for or against a natural, desirable 
vocal tone is the first step in creat
ing a classroom environment con
ducive to voice education. 

Responsibility to voices 
I am an instrumentalist. Although 

I have taught children and adults 
using a vocal approach to studying 
music for fifteen years, only recent
ly have I realized how little atten
tion I ha\'e paid to voices in my 
classrooms. \\nere once I saw my 
own voice and the students' voices 
simply as necessary instruments for 
producing songs and communicat
ing instructions and ideas, I now 
realize that I have a very critical 
responsibility with my students: to 
help them find and maintain a com
fortable, healthy speaking and sing
ing voice. Awareness of this respon
sibility has led me to reconsider 
ways voices are used in music 
classes. 

If asked. can you stand up and 
. .. prove that your ~or concern as a 
professional enttusted with young voi
ces ... has always been and will always 
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f~~ be the well-being o( the instruments tonal" progressions; closely resem- . voices sound as they experiment 
~f.,)';..~ you work v.;th? . ble natural speech in their tonal and 3. matches quality and range of the 
~:2:: ~ ~ Do you think you presently would be rhythmic setting of words; are ap- teacher and other students in sing
~r:: i -'i;.f, judged "guiJl'Y~ . or "not guiltyM if ~d- pealing and interesting for children ing or speaking activities 
~·F ~t-;. lIlg accused .of lI\Junng-temporaruy or to sing; and have a vitality not di- 4. decides which labels best fit a 
t.~~;,: pennanentl~~ne. of the VOICes you minished by e>.."tended repetition. given vocal production of his and 
~-..; . accepted to use 1Il one o( your pro- C I . . . . th" (f . 
~...~ :, ~f. . ?I . omp ementary actlvlties moti- ano er S VOlce or Instance, 
~\\: . ~~ '~ Jects. vate students to participate; pro- "high," "medium," or "low"; "loud," 
r~(~fi~ The issues of choral singing, dic- vide opportunities for students to "medium," or "quiet") 
':.!:~;; :: tion, technical voice information, offer ideas and see their ideas im- 5. produces a particular sound ac· 
,:::::.:~';"7~ and vocal abuse are not addressed plemented; give students responsi- cording to a given label ("high,"
'.:{ »} here. Rather . ideas, teaching strate- bility in the ongoing flow and "soft,.. "smooth," and so on) 
;/, . ~r '~ gies, and acti\;ties \\ill be offered "working" of the group and the 6. produces a specific pitch to 
:'::t;:J~ that can contribute to vocal aware- activity; focus students on the song match one given by another voice 
t:X?,i~ ness, production, and maintenance or acti\;ty for maximum learning; or instrument 
'-:~?;;~;f for the nonselect general music stu- and offer movement to encourage, Unfortunately, the sequence for 
-i;J~~ dent ~ot impede, healthy vocal produc- working wi~ children's v~ic,~ ~e-
~~;. .e,-t. tion and floW' of the song. quently begrns at Step 6. Okay, 
';'1;-; ;,~. A conducive em'ironment Such compliments as, "That class, sing this note," or, "Tommy, 
,~\ /i ' -.: Students' voices should be treat- sounds good," or "What a pretty you're not matching my pitch, sing 
:>. ,: ' .. : ed as carefully as their minds and voice you have," are seldom appro- higher." Typically, pitch matching 

,,> _ .>~ bodies are treated. Psychological priate for \'oice education. Instead, has been seen as an essential pre-
c-," , stress seems to have an effect on a more appropriate feedback encour- requisite skill to music instruction. 
;t' person's ,"oice. "A vocal athlete's ages and supports, rather than com- So valued has this ability been to 

reaction to emironmenta.l stress pliments: many general music teachers that 
can affect herlhis singing ability. A students' musical abilities have of-
common term (or stress reaction is "I can hear that your voice sounds ten been summarized in terms of 
'fight or flight response.''' 2 The more relaxed today." whether or not they mat.ch pitch. 

! 1- - • 
posith'e, accepting attitude the "It sounds as if your voice is not The ability to sing one pitch to 

, , accustomed to that range." . . teacher models toward students match precisely another produced"Your ,'oice sounded like you were 
and voices is most effecth'e if the this by voice or instrument rna....· bereally supporting it v.;th energy . 
selected songs and activities are time." mo~ surprising to find than the 
complementary to that attitude. inability to do so. There are many 

Positi\'e anitudes to model in- Again, the curiosity for what a voice mechanical reasons for the inability 
c1ude a curiosity about and a re- can do and appreciation of a stu- to match pitches, and the ear sel
spect for \'oices that elt..-press inter- dent's efforts in e>..-ploring his or her dom is the culprit While matching 
est in what voices can do , not how voice underlie the teacher attitude pitch is certainly one of the goals of 
"good" they sound; a stance that being modeled for the class. Con- voice education, it is not the first 
discourages laughing or teasing sistency \\;th this attitude can offer step-nor the ultimate step-of \'0

when voices are studied; and an a student the emotional safety nec cal health, production, and aware-
acceptance of each voice as it is, essary for him to explore the poten ness. 
recognizing that "all voices are tial of his \'oice in the presence of Another common strategy in 
good and are in different stages of his classmates. teaching singing is to emphasize the 
learning. growing, and impro\ing."3 concepts of "high" and "low" in 

Complementary songs are those Phases of l'oice education relation to pitch level. Perhaps it is 
that have \'ariety in tonal and rhyth- Five phases seem to appear in time to reevaluate this strategy, as 
mic paUerns; are simple in their vocal awareness. Although these . the term "high" refers to the visual 

1. Axel Theimer. "What It . . ? Some Thoullhts tOl' 
Us to Whom Yovng Voices Are Entrusted.' The 
Choral Joumal. ~anuary 1982. 31 . 
2. Leon Thurrr,an. "?unlng Horses Betore Cans: 
When Choral Singing Huns VOices," The Choral 
Jouma/. April 1983. 23. 
3. Anna Peter La~gness , "The Child VOice," 16. 
(Unpublished research paper .vailable from the 
authOr: MUSIC Study Sef'VIces, P.O . Bo. 4665, 
EnOlewood. CO 80155, 1983). 

phases are somewhat sequential, representation of notes on the 
progress through them may move staff-not a workable concept for 
very quickJy. In voice education, many young children. Physically, 
each student: "higher" notes on the piano are to 
1. experiments wjth the quality and the right of "lower" notes; on violin, 
range possibilities of his voice they are to the player's left; on 
2. describes how his voice feels as guitar, they are beneath the "lower" 
he experiments, where he feels his notes. Acoustically, "higher" actu
voice on his body as he expert- ally means "faster." PhysiologicaUy, 
ment3, and how his and others' "higher" does not correctly de



scribe what happens in the vocal 
mechanism as higher pitches are 
produced. Further, the image of 
reading and the postural tension 
that can result from acting out high 
and low notes can imp~de proper 
functioning of the vocal mechanism 
to produce these sounds. 

Instead of eliminating such tenns 
as "high" or "low" from teaching 
strategies used \\ith young chil
dren, teachers should work toward 
this fifth phase of development 
through the studenlc;' perceptions 
(see Step 4) . Perhaps teachers have 
forced a framework of e:-..tremes or 
opposites ("high" versus "low') 
onto a simple acti,iry like singing 
that does not need such a confining 
structure. 

first. experimentation 
In this initial pha"e of voice ex

ploration. the speaking voice may 
be a more comfonable srarting 
point than the singing \·oice. In ad
dition . some research indicates that 
the speaking voice may be a more 
/I)!) i cal beginning for voice educa
tion than the singing voice. Betty 
.-\tterbuIY summarized these con
clusions in an anicle in JfEJ: 

[.-\ . Orenl Gould emphasized in his con
clusion that a most important initial 
step in teaching singing was to enable 
children to dilfprenriate register 
changes in their speaklng voices. This 
finding was also emphasized by two 
later authors. Emlyn Roberts and Ann 
D. M. Davies in their research with 
ninety nonsingers. They "'Tote that the 
breakthrough with individual non
singers seemed to occur when the chil
dren realized they could control the 
pitch fluctuation in their own voices.' 

One exercise for exploring the 
speaking voice in quality and regis
ter involves the recitation of a fa
miliar song or poem-for instance, 
"Mary Had a Little Lamb." 

Have the students speak the 
poem. not necessarily O)ing to stay 

4 Belty Anerbury . "Are You Really Teac~lng Ch,;
o'en How 10 SIng'" MUSIC :aucarofs ;oumsl 70. 
no S. Ap,,1 1984 . 44 . 

together. After the class has simply 
recited the poem a few times, sug
gest imagery to guide them to dif
ferent types of vocal production 
through interpretation: 

"This time as you say the poem, pre
tend you are a very important actor, 
alone on the stage, very confident, en
joying your time in the spotlight" 

"Now pretend you are a very shy 
student approaching a stem principal." 

"Pretend you are a story-teller tr)'ing 
to make the story come alive for his 
audience." 

Have all students practice speaking 
as a group with each new image; 
offering several repetitions gives 
students ample opportunity to ex
plore their interpretations. In addi
tion, using a familiar song or poem 
gives a definite framework for the 
voice exploration. Cnlike some ac
tivities where environmental 
sounds are explored. the familiar 
text gives a predictable, predeter
mined stopping point. 

When students are ready, have 
them give their O\\1l interpretation 
for the group. This may be a diffi
cult or embarrassing step for some 
students. Encouraging, supportive 
interest from the teacher can create 
the necessary components of social 
comfort and studious curiosity for 
the student "soloists." 

"Todd, I heard an interesting voice 
from you that time. Would you let us all 
listen'?" 

''I'd like to hear several ideas, so 
when I gesture to you, give u.s your 
interpretation. We won't respond or 
comment until we ha\'e heard from four 
or five of you." 

And, for getting started with this 
type of acti..ity in an unusually in
hibited class: 

"Just so you can get accustomed to 
speaJdng alone for the group, we'll 
close our eyes while we listen. When I 
tap your shoulder. give u.s your own 
interpretation." 

Anna Peter Langness, in her writ
ings on the child voice, emphasizes: 

Indi,,;duals are invited and encouraged, 
never threatened nor forced, to speak 
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or sing alone! Asswn~ that if a student 
is not ready at this moment, he/she may 
respond later this song, this period, 
next class, or next week. Always extend 
the imitation, or find an opportunity 
when the entire class is not listening.' 

Step two: Description 
Encourage students to comment 

on what they heard and how they
could describe the voices-how it 
felt to produce certain voices and 
how it sounded as they listened. 
Take time to allow students to ex
plain their comments, demonstrate 
what they mean, and express vary
ing points of view. As stated earlier, 
their statements should not express 
liking or dislike. 

"Dawn, how could you describe what 
vou heard in Sandy's voice that time? 
[Student responds.I How would you de
scribe it, Sean? IStudent responds.) 
Well, Sandy, you've heard various ~ 
pIe describe what they heard in your 
\'oice' why don't vou tell us how itfeli 
for y~u t~ speak that way?" 

\\'hcn a student's response is "'ague, 
unclear, or seemingly "off the wall," 
give him more opportunity to clari
fy: 

"Joe. I'm not Quite !'ure what you are 
sayiIlg. Could you teU me a little more ' 
ahout what vou m",an?" 

"Oh, Je~ifer, I am curious about 
what you just said. Let me listen asaiIl 
so I can make sure I'm understanding 
\'ou." 
, "Todd, can you tell me more about 
what you're saying? [Pause; no re
sponse.} Well, maybe you just need 
more thinking time to put your thoughts 
iIlto words. Be sure to let me know 
when you can teU me more about your 
idea." 

If student verbalizations of their 
own ideas are uncommon for the 
classroom, a little time may be 
needed for them 
1. to realize that the teacher is ask
ing for their opinions and percep
tions rather than for a "correct" 
answer 
2. to listen to and study responses 

of other students, in addition to 
those of the teacher 
3. to appreciate "playing with 
voices" as a serious yet eI\ioyable 
study in music education 
4. to value similar answers given 

by several students but articulated
in various ways 
Once again, the teacher is an invalu
able model for each of these adjust

ments. 

Matching quality and range 
Antiphonal response is a strategy 

that works well for imitating speak~ 
ing and singing voices. With a song 
well known to the group, a leader 
begins speaking or singing the 
words. At. \'arious points in the text, 
the leader stops speaking and the 
group must fill in the missing 
words, \\'hene\'er the leader comes 
back in \\ith the song, the group 
must stop speaking or singing. Un
like an echoing acthity, antiphonal 
response recreates the song intact 
from beginning to end. It is more a 
game of "fill in the blanks" than one 
of "do what I do." The aim is to 
have as smooth and musical a tran
sition as possible between the lead
er and followers. 

After the srudents have e>.:plored 
and described the \'arious speaking 
voices produced \\ith imaging on 
"Mary Had a Little Lamb," name 
one student to be the leader and 
have the rest of the class respond 
antiphonally, Instruct the students 
to try to match the vocal quality and 
range of the leader. 

Some laughing or teasing may 
occur as srudents hear and use 
voices in wa\'s new to them. Al
though laughter may simply reflect 
embarrassment or delight, it should 
be minimized. The teacher can rec
ognize the class's sense of humor 
and at the same time limit the stu· 
dents' laughter: 

"I know it sounds comical to us to 
use these voices, and rather surprising, 
too. However, duriIlg voice study, we 
cannot laugh. If we laugh, it may be too 
easy for a person to think we're laugh, 
iIlg at them, and we don't want to do 
that." 

Continual reinforcement of the "no 
laughing" rule may be necessary in 
beginning voice study. 

Humor and acknowledgement of some 
discomfort helps the children relax and 
respond freely. 'This is kinda crazy!" or 
"What IS this?" may be patterns that 
express what the children are thinking, 
and [they allow] that feeling to be ac
ceptable without intenering with the 
progress of the work., . 

As a variety of vocal ranges and 
qualities are experienced among 
the group, students are again en
couraged to describe how the 
voices felt and sounded, Discussing 
these two perceptions separately 
accepts that one stlldent may feel 
his vocal production as normal, and 
another may heat that same pro
duction as a quiet voice. Like\\ise, a 
student may hear a voice as being 
loud vet when he matches that 
voic~ ~'ith his ov.-n, it may not feel 
loud. 

Making use of students' com
ments on their perceptions height
ens vocal awareness. Rather than 
assign descriptors to students' 
voices, the teacher allows students 
to discover the breadth of range 
and qUality in the human voice. One 
of the principles suggested for 
learning to use the singing voice 
satisfactorily is "the child must 
learn to hear,judge, and control his 
own \·oice."7 Amorig the concepts 
and associated motor skills neces· 
sary to young children's singing 
abilities, is "a concept of the differ
ence between high sounds and low 
sounds and the motor skill of con
trolling the pitch levels of the voice 
in speech and song."8 

Deciding on labels 
As stated earlier, students may 

not find the concepts of "high" and 
"low" in reference to musical pitch
es and ranges as ob\ious as we 
teachers might think. \\'hen dis
cussing vocal ranges and I.IU'UJ"''''', 

6. Lanoness, Z3. 
7. Elda Franklin and David F'aI'Iklin. "The Uncer· 
tain Singer." Updlfr" I, 3, Sprino 1963. 4. 
8. Frankfltl and Franklin, 4. 
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the teacher can eventually intro
duce the question of: 

"Laura, when you sang [spoke] that, 
did it f eel like you used your high voice, 
lo w voice, or medium voice" [Student 
rt>sponds .j Pam, did Laura's voice 
S l)ll1ld high, medium or low to you?" 

"High," "low," "medium," "medium 
high," and "medium low" are frame· 
works of register decided upon by 
the students about their own 
voic('s, The variety of descriptors 
abu recognizes the uilIkulty of 
placing any sound into discrete cat
egories of high and low, In this way, 
voice education with regard to 
blending registers and establishing 
comfortable ranges becomes indi
vidualized instruction within the 
group setting, These personal range 
descriptors also become frames of 
reference for the next step in voice 
education. 

-'latching sound to label 
. After students have offered their 

own labels for various qualities of 
theu- and other's voices, transition 
to responding to a request for a 
specific sound evolves easily. 

".Jonathan. was that your high. medi· 
urn, or low voice I heard that time·? 

,. 

) 
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[Response: "Low."] Well, how would it 
sound if you used your high voice to 
sing [speak] that? [Response: Student 
sings in high voice .] Wow! I heard the 
cWrerence! t\ow, I wonder what your 
medium voice would sound like . Can 
you show me?" 

For this type of voice study, short 
phrases (for example, "the lamb 
was sure to go" or "who lived on 
Drury Lane") are often more appro
priate than entire songs or poems. 
Also, when a student seems stuck 
in a particular range (usually low), 
quickly insert an echoing activity, 
The teacher models a quickly 
paced, energetic speaking voice, ac
companied by gestures. 

"Chris, let's try this. See if you can 
echo me. \Ve·re on top of a mountain. 
and we're thrilled to be there. 'Hello-o
0-0' [Response.j ·Hello-o-o-o, is anybody 
there?' [Response., 'What is your 
name'" " 

During this improvisation, a sponta
neity of re~ponse to the student's 
echoes is required of the teacher. 
Repeating , varying. stretching 
words and syllables, and accompa
nying these \vith gestures and facial 
expressions can help the student 
exercise in a range unfamiliar to his 
voice. If exercise becomes too fo
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~ '''if!i cused on the one student, have the extensions of human beings. Guitar's do serve as reminders in beginning ex

~:~.~ ~ entire class join in. As soon as ~e not catch colds, Tuba players do not ercises for vocal awareness and

2~" " student can, have him illIe his hIgh play their rubu to carry on dally con· education.


versation.',~~ :;: ":.'. voice without a teacher model. 1. Substitute the phrase "sing \\;thVoices are human beings. They are 
~{f':'_~ "Can yOU tell me what your voice had made up orming tissues which are part more energy" for "sing louder." 

J~;.: ~,~ to do in' order to get that high sound?" of the whole human being's physical 2. Get a vitality, flow, and freedom 

....... ;: . l : "Did your high voice feel any di1rer and psychical processes. When misused in the singing of a song before 

':: ',' . .,: ent from your low voice? How?" they may fall into "disrepair," Replace focusing on individual voices. 

ment voice; cannot be purchased at the 3. Incorporate simple movement
Eventually, the use of such ques local music store, and there is no such and gestures to accompany the en
tions can aid the student in moni: . .... thing as "trade-ins." Vocal "repair" is ergy level given to the speaking and-. ~~ , 
 toring his own vocal production for possible, up to a point, but loaners for 
 singing voice.
singing or speaking in class and for temponuy u.o;e while repair is underway 4. Avoid ~r-emph~! ..i"e tl.e con
practice at home. Betty Atterbury arp not possible.'o 

cepts of "high" and "low" as a 
says, "A \ital element in successful 

Voices also represent who we are means for instructing children to 
primary singing instruction is the 

to ourseh'es and to those around shift pioches or registers. Without 
consistent inclusion of some activi

us, Robbing someone of confidence students' personal awareness of the 
ties that enable children to di!feren

in-()r of the opportunity to be physical changes that occur, this 
tiate their individual voice regis

come confident in-his singing or can be detrimental to proper use of 
ters ." 9... speaking voice, by intended or im the vocal mechanism. 

plied remarks, diminishes his quali 5. Remember that the experiences
Producing a given pitch 

ty of life. inherent in each of the six steps
This final step in voice education outlined earlier add up to some- .. •

is so cornmon it needs little e>..-pla And so what, you're sa~ing? You thing greater than the mere " ;
nation. Probably most of our class don't seek power, fame, or glory? Your 

achievement of the last step, match-aspirations are less lofty? Well, the prin- .time focuses on this step. Inade ing pioch.ciples still apply to you. rve never met aquate ex-perience in any of the pre Ultimately, the student's self isperson who didn't want to be liked,',inus five stejJs , however, can im· 
Who didn't want to be listened to. \\no more important than musical skills 

pede success with "matching didn't wa.'l' to be appreciat.ed for IUs or he does or does net po~ess. A:~tj it
pitch." . her indhidualitv. And that indi\;duaJ is this self that, if properly cared 

Some elementary music teachers ity-that sp<:ci~ess that is you-is for, can wtleash new potential for 
mav work \\ith students through what we're aiming to reveal in your vocal facility in speaking and sing
sev-en years of physical growth and voice. ing.
development. Growth and de\·r.10p- Therein )je~ the essence of my mes ~1usic teachers have a unique po
ment, so ob\ious in external cnar sage to you: Your voice is your personal tential for aiding proper, healthytrademark. I~ ~erves as a calling <:ard,acteristics, also occur \\ithin the vocal production and maintenance.presenting you and your ideas and your\'ocal mechanism. "Matching pitch" Sensithity toward the child's voicepersonality to a judgmental world, a may be a skill that varies according 

world that \\ill rE-member your voice and his voice image can be a first 
to . physical growth. As children image as \i\1lily as your physical image, step toward taking this responsibil
grow in and out of voice coordina:.- -{ and perhaps more \;vidly.1l ity. A second step requires curiosity , .:. 
tio~ar-throat coordination-it is to learn more about voices and to ,,; . ',;;: 
imperative that their voices and analne what is asked of voices in i:' ' ~j
Yoice images are treated with care. Reminders for ,"oice education our -classroom. nus may seem a ' . .:: 

Music teachers have a unique po- daunting task, yet it is not a fore
. :; The lh'ing voice tential for aiding proper, healthy boding one; even simple changes in ;" 1 

. • Voices are made of living tissue. vocal production and maintenance. ones' approach may result in great ~ . l:f· 
.~ '.; '. They need to be as carefully exer- Sensitivity toward the child's voice benefits to students. d" :,
'; ."'.~ : . . d and his \:oice image can be a first [ :~...:' :·f:;.. cised, nourished, warme -up, ex- __ , _
>:'" plored, utilized, and maintained as step toward taking this responsibil- . Selected readings ~.::~;~J. 
\ '/ . the rest of our bodies. ~~'I~=~o~:~~:~~~'~~:e~~O;i~ AP~~~H~~'n~~~e~~p~C::o~f:~ f{~~~ 
~;_~;'~""_{' , .. The vocal "instrument" is not an in- analyze what is asked of voices in 3- .ic Educatlon,~ Updau I, 2, Fall 1982'i.¥.~. ~.'",: :l(~ Mus7 ~. ', ~ 

5trument, although we use voices for I • o!,,," 
":.:;.~ .~: .. ~ that purpose, Musical instruments are Ol~ assr~om. . ld Gould, A. Oren. "Developing Spt>Cialized Pro- : :.~ 

2:vejf-;~:·;3.~1 inanimate objects which are ust'd as 10 ThU~:' suggestIOns cou t::!t.~o~~~n:f ~~j~~ ~ ..~ 
'~~~:t· _____ 11 Morton Coo.>er, Chang~ You, Voice. Change sean:h III Mwu; EducatWJI 17, 1969,9- • ._~ 
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